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Mixed-Media Spiral-Bound Albums
Simply Shapely

Tiny Tabs

MSRP $8.99

MSRP $7.99
Contains chipboard and tabbed
acrylic pages. It may be small,
but it packs a lot of personality!
Measurements:
5 1/4” tall x 3 1/4” wide

Simply Shapely has all the fabulous Basically Bare surfaces you
love, including felt, acrylic
canvas, heavy-weight chipboard
and corrugated board. Measurements: 8” tall x 7 1/2” wide

Tilly’s Tabs

Rowdy Roadster

MSRP $9.99

MSRP $8.99

This perfect sized album
includes all our popular
mixed-media surfaces:
corrugated, chipboard,
canvas, flexible acrylic,
and a kraft policy
envelope.
Measurements:
5 1/2” tall x 8 1/2” wide

With all of the amazing textures & surfaces in a variety of shapes this album is perfect for just about
anything! Measurements: 8 1/2” tall x 8 1/2” wide

Wonky Windows
MSRP $6.99

Easel
MSRP: $5.99

The specially designed easel-style “legs” are
sturdy and won’t scoot out from under even
the most heavily decorated pages. Place your
completed easel album on a table, shelf or any
flat surface for a beautiful piece of interactive
home decor. .

Windowed chipboard pages along with
canvas, acrylic and corrugated pages!
Great for stamping & embossing! Measurements: 6” tall x 9” wide

Mixed-Media Spiral-Bound Albums
Timeless Tabs
MSRP $14.99
Packed from cover to cover with alterable
materials (canvas, chipboard, acrylic, corrugated board, and kraft policy envelopes),
you will find this booklet very versatile, and
fabulously fun to create with! Measurements: 11”
tall x 9” wide (including 1/2” tabs).

Krafty Keepsakes
MSRP $5.99

Funky Findings
MSRP $9.99

Krafty Keepsakes albums include four perfectly-sized sturdy
envelopes, a terrific place to tuck away your treasures! Measurements: 4 1/2” tall x 8 1/2” wide
BK002C Krafty Keepsake Plain Jane • MSRP $5.99
Double-sided corrugated board covers, kraft envelopes,
heavy-weight chipboard separator.

Crammed full of fun and functional pages,
including a full-size keepsake envelope,
you won’t know where to start creating
first! Measurements: 9 1/2” tall x 4 1/2”
wide

Delightful Doors
MSRP $14.99

This spacious gate-fold album includes a variety
of textures and surfaces, sized to perfectly hold all
of your photos and memorabilia. Layer the individual pages and pockets to make a fun interactive album! Use Graphic 45 and Tim Holtz metal
knobs and fasteners to decorate the front “doors”
of this large and unique mixed-media booklet.
Measurements approimate 8 x 9

With Artful Binders, you can create mixed-media albums in a breeze. Want to add or change a page? Easy
as pie with our high-quality sure-lock binder mechanisms. Need canvas, acrylic or chipboard pages to add
to your Artful Binder? We have them in a variety of expansion packs, all pre-punched to fit your Artful
Binder size.Want to customize a photo album for a gift? Artful Binders hold standard 3-hole or 2-hole
photo album and easy-scrapbooking page inserts too!
Product ID

Product Name

MSRP

BK0158X11
BK0158X8
BK0159X6
BK0156X6

Artful Binders - 8.5 x 11 - with 4 inserts
Artful Binders - 8 x 8 - with 3 inserts
Artful Binders - 9 x 6 - with 3 inserts
Artful Binders - 6 x 6 - with 3 inserts

14.99
12.99
10.99
8.99

9 x 6 Expansion Packs

8 1/2 x 11 Expansion Packs
Product ID
EXP8X11VAR
EXP8X11CAN
EXP8X11CHP
EXP8X11ACR
EXP8X11WTR

Product Name
Variety Pack
Canvas
Chipboard & Corrugated
Acrylic
140 lb. Watercolor Paper

MSRP
9.99
10.99
7.99
11.99
5.99

Product ID
EXP9X6VAR
EXP9X6CAN
EXP9X6CHP
EXP9X6ACR
EXP9X6WTR

Product Name
Variety Pack
Canvas
Chipboard & Corrugated
Acrylic
140 lb. Watercolor Paper

MSRP
7.99
7.99
5.99
7.99
3.99

6 x 6 Expansion Packs

8 x 8 Expansion Packs
Product ID
EXP8X8VAR
EXP8X8CAN
EXP8X8CHP
EXP8X8ACR
EXP8X8WTR

Product Name
Variety Pack
Canvas
Chipboard & Corrugated
Acrylic
140 lb. Watercolor Paper

MSRP
9.99
7.99
7.99
9.99
5.99

Product ID
EXP6X6VAR
EXP6X6CAN
EXP6X6CHP
EXP6X6ACR
EXP6X6WTR

**Each expansion pack contains 6 pieces of described media

Product Name
Variety Pack
Canvas
Chipboard & Corrugated
Acrylic
140 lb. Watercolor Paper

MSRP
4.99
5.99
4.99
7.99
3.99

‘Oh So Mini’ Mix & Match Albums

Bracket

Round

Tabbed

Scalloped

Ticket

Mix & Match 3-Ring Mini Album Pieces
Pick a pack and make your own mini! Each pack includes six 6” x 6” mini album pages - one each in
heavy-weight chipboard, 140-lb water color paper, corrugated board, natural canvas, white felt, and flexible acrylic.
“Oh So Mini” Mix & Match Album Pack options shown below.

Variety Pack - $5.99
Double-sided Corrugated Board -$5.99
Flexible Acrylic - $7.99
Kraft Chipboard - $4.99

140 Lb Watercolor Paper - $4.99
Stiffened White Felt - $5.99
Unbleached, Cotton Canvas - $5.99

Surface Essentials
Art Journal
An Art Journal is a journal in which
you combine art and words to express
yourself. Paired up with your choice of
mediums...the possibilities are endless.
Chipboard cover and 20 - 140lb watercolor pages inside, all spiral bound for
durability.
We are proud to now offer Art Journals
in three sizes:
5 x 7 - MSRP: $8.99
6 x 9 - MSRP: $10.99
9 x 11 - MSRP: $14.99

Corrugated
Cardboard
Sheets

12 x 12 Corrugated Sheets to create fabulous layouts on, use for
embellishing or use for mixed media projects. Comes covered on
both sides. Must remove the cover to expose the corrugation.
2 pieces per pack
MSRP: $3.99

Canvas Sheets
12 x 12 Canvas Sheets to use
for layouts, use for embellishing or use for mixed media
projects.
2 pieces per pack

Paper Binderie
Fun new product that you can use on a
variety of projects. Use it to bind albums,
create backrounds, stamp on it, mist it and
all sorts of other fun ideas! Its gummed on
one side so just add water and it will stick to
whatever you put it on.
2 yds x 3” wide.
MSRP: $1.99

Window Diecut
Fun way to enhance any
album, layout, mixed media
project or create something
new. Incudes 2 - 7.5 x 7.5
chipboard window diecuts.
MSRP: $1.99

MSRP: $3.99

***Special Orders: Almost everything we offer can be special ordered, ordered in bulk and/or tweaked to fit
your specific needs! Please send your questions or requests to info@basicallybare.com and be sure to add the
words “SPECIAL ORDER REQUEST” to your reference line.

Mixed Media Embellishments

Hearts

MSRP $3.99
Includes eight pieces. One
heart of each size in heavyweight chipboard and
heavy-weight-canvas.

Dress Forms

MSRP $3.99
Includes six pieces. One of each
size in heavy-weight kraft chipboard and double-sided
corrugated board.

Bare Basics Wings

MSRP $3.99
Includes twelve pieces. One set of each size
in heavy-weight kraft chipboard and premium
stiffened white felt.

Happy Little Trees

MSRP $3.99
Includes twelve pieces in canvas and felt, and
three tree trunks in both heavy-weight chipboard and double-sided corrugated board.

Gears

MSRP $3.99
Includes six pieces. One gear of each
size in heavy-weight chipboard and
double-sided corrugated board.

Happy Little Houses
MSRP $3.99
Includes twelve pieces in heavy-weight
chipboard and double-sided corrugated
board.

Celestial Shapes

Pennants

Includes twelve pieces. One of each shape in heavyweight chipboard, three stars in acrylic, and four
clouds in white felt.

Includes 18 pieces. Six each of three pennant
shapes in heavy-weight kraft chipboard, premium
stiffened felt and heavy-weight unbleached canvas.

MSRP $4.99

MSRP $4.99

Birds

MSRP $3.99
Includes fifteen pieces. A variety of birds and
coordinating wings in heavy-weight kraft
chipboard, white felt and acrylic.

Paparazzi Set

MSRP $3.99
Includes 4 pieces. One each,
camera and filmstrip, in both
kraft chipboard and flexible
acrylic.

Arrows

MSRP $3.99
Includes 15 pieces. One
each style in kraft chipboard, flexible acrylic and
double-sided corrugated
board.

Lg Pennants

Hats & ‘Staches
MSRP $4.99
Includes 16 pieces. One of each style in both
kraft chipboard and double-sided corrugated
board.

Fanciful Frames II
MSRP $3.99
These elegant, detailed square and rectangle frames
were modeled after actual antique photo frames. Six
pieces included, in heavy-weight chipboard and flexible, embossable acrylic.

MSRP $3.99
Includes 12 pieces. One
each of three pennant
shapes in premium
stiffened felt and heavyweight unbleached canvas
and two each of three
pennant shapes in heavyweight kraft chipboard.
Approximately 2” each.

New Product for 2015
9 x 11 Art Journal
MSRP: $14.99
An Art Journal is a journal in
which you combine art and
words to express yourself.
Paired up with your choice of
mediums...the possibilities are
endless.
Chipboard cover and 20 - 140lb
watercolor pages inside, all
spiral bound for durability.

Scalloped Tag Set
MSRP: $4.99
5” x 3” - set includes 6 tags; 1 ea of acrylic, heavyweight craft chipboard, double-sided corrugated
board, premium stiffened white felt, 140lb watercolor paper and heavy-weight unbleached canvas.
Tags are also available in sets of single surface
materials, please inquire.

Mixed Media Card Sets
MSRP: $4.99
The perfect companion to your Project Life journey!
Each set contains 11 sheets as follows:
(5) 4x6 cards, 1 each of acrylic, 140lb watercolor
paper and double-sided corrugated board, plus 2 each
of heavy-weight craft chipboard.
Set also contains (6) 3x4 cards, 1 each of acrylic,
double-sided corrugated board, plus 2 each of heavyweight craft chipboard and 140lb watercolor paper.
Cards are also available in sets of single-surface
materials, please inquire.
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